attention to the livelihood of things and what mattercentered design might look like.
Silence: Lectures and Writings By John Cage (1961)
In Silence, John Cage splices together essays, reflections, and variations on texts to illustrate his approach to composition. He continually returns to a narrative where he enters an anechoic chamber in order to experience silence, only to hear sounds created by his own body. Drawing from this experience, he concludes that there is no such thing as silence and advocates for an experimental compositional style that engages chance, "noise," and otherwise unpredictable or naturally occurring sounds. This approach-limiting authorial control in order to let the sounds of nature, people, and things determine the composition-was profoundly influential in Post-WWII art. It offers an interesting take on how creativity and making are something new from each time. Bennett argues that non-human stuff-from a pile of trash in the street to bacteria in our gut-is vibrant, alive, and able to affect us in "not quite human" ways. She coins the term thing-power to describe how stuff affects us, how we notice it, and how noticing it changes our relationship to the world around us. As an interaction designer, I find that many compelling ideas emerge from a treatment of nonhuman matter as active or alive. Bennett's book prompts questions like how technology can call A human-centered design principle, like lean methods, is to avoid completely defining the problem at the start and to iterate upon repeated approximations and modifications through rapid tests of ideas with real users. Thus, The VR Book is intended as a foundation for anyone and everyone involved in creating VR experiences including: designers, managers, programmers, artists, psychologists, engineers, students, educators, and user experience professionals.
